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Aerodynamic characteristics of two-dimensional smart flap under the ground effect have been assessed
by a numerical simulation. In this process, a pressure-based implicit procedure to solve Navier–Stokes
equations on a nonorthogonal mesh with collocated finite volume formulation is used. The boundedness
criteria for this procedure are determined from the Normalized Variable Diagram (NVD) scheme. The
procedure incorporates the k–ε eddy–viscosity turbulence model. Cantilever beam with uniformly varying
load with roller support at the free end is considered for the configuration of the smart flap. The method
is first validated against experimental data. Then, the algorithm is applied for turbulent aerodynamic
flows around airfoil with smart and conventional flaps for different attack angle, flap angle and ground
clearance where the results of two flaps are compared. The comparisons show that the quality of the
solution is considerable.
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1. Introduction

Since the Wright brothers’ first successful flight, aircraft design-
ers have searched for ways to improve both the efficiency and
performance of aircraft. Typically, aircraft wings are designed to be
most efficient at a single flight condition but suffer performance
penalties at other flight conditions. These penalties may be re-
duced through the judicious deflection of “conventional” leading-
and trailing-edge hinged control surfaces. These control surfaces
affect changes in the flow field by directly varying the camber in
certain regions of the wing, thereby causing changes in the aero-
dynamic forces and moments acting on the entire wing.

Beside one of the most important considerations in airline op-
eration is aircraft efficiency. Fuel costs can approach up to 50% of
airline operating expense for some modern, wide-body, long-range
transports. A 3-percent reduction of fuel consumption can produce
savings of as much as $300,000 yearly for each aircraft [19].

Due to the potential benefits of employing adaptive airfoil,
there has been an intensive attempt by researchers in developing a
working model. With the advancement of materials, many are now
considering using smart materials to produce airfoil with variable
camber capability.

New smart material technology in the aerospace industry was
first introduced in 1969. More than one million of these connec-
tions have been used in military aircrafts since 1969. An analytical
study conducted by NASA on the benefits of variable-camber ca-
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pability reveals that drag can be significantly reduced if all wing
trailing edge surfaces are available for optimization such as in the
case of flight with variable camber capability [8]. In 1997, Kudva
et al. [26] discussed about smart structure technologies and their
benefits. Another advantage of adaptive airfoil is that it causes
smaller vortex with less power [35]. Recent tests carried out on
piezoelectric stimulus of adaptive airfoil, showed that they are ef-
fective to control the flatter too. It can be used a smart material to
make Airplane wings or small flight devices. Gern et al. [18] suc-
ceeded in making such devices and showed that it can twist these
wings more than other wings. It would increase maneuverability
and improve controllability. In 2003 Forster et al. [16] designed
a two-dimensional airfoil with a control surface in trailing edge
that has a chord wise geometrical changes. In 2003 a joint project
carried out between US aerospace research center (NASA) and Ger-
many aerospace research center (NGC) in the field of smart wings
application [15]. Another way of using smart material in airfoil is
that flap ribs be made by smart material such as piezoelectric or
memory alloy. In this case, a flexible structure (instead of using
the joint mechanism) which features required geometric changes
is made [10]. Chinnasamy and Chen [11] showed that if a smart
flap is used instead of usual flap lift to drag ratio would increase.
Matsuzaki and Torii [29] predicted flutter in smart wing. Gern et
al. [17] show that an active control of a piezoelectric piece can
delay the flutter phenomenon. Smart material could be used as
wing skins. These wings are called flexible wings [28]. Abdullah
and Watkins [1] succeeded in making adaptive airfoils. These air-
foils can enable flight, with high lift to drag ratio throughout the
flight area as well. Wickramasinghe et al. [40] made a flight device
with ribs by piezoelectric fiber. The results of this structure lead
to reduce the weight, the number of aileron, power and increas-
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Nomenclature

AOA Angle of attack
SA Smart flap
Re Reynolds number
C Cord length
D Drag force
WIG Wing-in-ground effect
E Young’s modulus
B Length of the beam
X Horizontal Cartesian coordinate
�T Stress tensor
�q Scalar flux vector
T Time
CD Drag coefficient
SA Spalart–Allmaras model
�S Source term
μ Dynamic viscosity
F Mass flux
φ Scalar quantity
φ̃ Normalized scalar quantity

K Factor in SBIC scheme to determine a special scheme
AOF Angle of flap
CF Conventional flap
h Ground clearances
L Lift force
SMA Shape memory alloy
ω0 Weight/unit length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N/m
Ī Area moment of inertia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m4

Y Vertical Cartesian coordinate
ρ Density
P Pressure
Γ Diffusivity coefficient
CFD Computation fluid dynamic
CL Lift coefficient
RSM Reynolds stress model
δυ Cell volume
I Flux
A Cell face area
�V Velocity vector
ing strength. Abdullah et al. [2] studied about an adaptive airfoil
system using Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators.

Another way for increasing aerodynamic coefficient is used ef-
fect of ground. Wing-in-ground effect (WIG) vehicles are very effi-
cient, which helps to increase the flight range at a reduced specific
fuel consumption compared with the conventional aircraft. These
phenomena happen when a wing is going near the surface. As the
mass flow and height under the airfoil are decreased, pressure be-
gins to build on the lower surface of the airfoil. Air cushion is
created by the high pressure that build up under the wing. Fur-
thermore, the induced downwash velocity diminishes close to the
ground and induced drag for a wing is lowered and the effective
angle of attack increases. Both occurrences result in an overall in-
crease in the L/D ratio of the airfoil [36]. The knowledge of the
effects that the ground can have on airfoils dates back to the early
1920’s. In recent years, there have been successful investigations
on the aerodynamics of airfoil and wing. One of the more recent
wind tunnel experiments was done by Ahmed and Sharma [5,4].
This study was conducted by using a fixed and moving ground
plane in a wind tunnel [6].

The dynamics of vehicles that intentionally operate in the
ground proximity was studied by de Divitiis [13]. The optimal,
maximum range trajectory for a glider-in-ground effect and wind
shear has been analyzed by Harada [20]. Cho et al. [12] developed
a boundary-element method for the conceptual design of a high-
speed transportation system for flying over a nonplanar ground
surface.

Kawazoe et al. [23] conduct their study on dynamic characteris-
tics of delta wing in rolling motion near ground. Water tunnel in-
vestigation of Pairs of Vortex Filaments-in-Ground Effect has been
done by Kliment and Rokhsaz [25]. İnvestigation of unsteady vary-
ing of ground clearance has been performed by Matsuzaki et al.
[30]. Zhang and Zerihan [42] tested the aerodynamic behavior of a
cambered, double element, high-lift wing in ground proximate in
a wind tunnel. Aerodynamic Ground Effects of a Tailless Chevron-
Shaped UCAV Model were investigated by Jones et al. [21] in the
wind tunnel. Ogurek and Ashworth [32] investigated various size
of winglet designs for a wing both in and out of ground effect.
The aerodynamic characteristics of NACA6409 in ground proxim-
ity tested by Jung et al. [22]. Zerihan and Zhang [41] performed
a computational study in order to model the flow around an in-
verted airfoil-in-ground effect. Smith [37] and Smith et al. [38]
performed the computational analysis of airfoils in ground effect.
Patrick Vu [39] studied wing tip vortices in inverted airfoils close
to the ground for use in racing car. Influence of endplate on aero-
dynamic characteristics for low-aspect-ratio wing-in-ground effect
is performed by Park and Lee [33]. Abramowski [3] presents a nu-
merical Investigation of NACA/Munk M15 airfoil in ground proxim-
ity. Moon et al. [31] simulated three-dimensional wings-in-ground
effect for aero-levitation electric vehicle. Angle et al. [7] focused
their research on pitch stability analysis of an airfoil in ground
effect. Numerical optimal design of a wing in-ground effect craft
performed by Kim et al. [24]. Park et al. [34] present optimiza-
tion of airfoil under the ground effect. Effect of ground proximity
on the aerodynamic performance and stability of a light unmanned
aerial vehicle has been performed by Boschetti et al. [9]. The shape
optimization using the multi-objective genetic algorithm and the
analysis of the 3-dimensional wings in ground effect has been per-
formed by Lee et al. [27].

In all of the above studies, the effect of a smart wing-in-ground
effect has been not assessed. To improve the advantage of flight, a
smart wing can be used in near ground.

The contribution of the present paper is to simulate a smart
flap under ground effect. In this simulation, the effect of attack
angle, flap angle, ground clearance on airfoil with the smart and
conventional flaps are assessed. The effects of turbulence models
on the aerodynamic coefficients have also been investigated.

2. Numerical solution setup and conditions

2.1. Simulation smart flap deflection

In this study, smart flap deflection is designed with a cantilever
beam so that the beam bending equation is the same smart flap
chord deflection. Beside flap shape is a triangle (see e.g. Fig. 1), so
the cantilever beams with uniformly varying load are considered
(see e.g. Fig. 2). The same profile was also used by Chinnasamy
and Chen [11].

The mention profile is given below:

Y = w0(−X5 + 2B2 X3 − B4 X)

120E Ī B
(1)

Since the parametric equation only needs, Eq. (1) is substituted by
Eq. (2).
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Fig. 1. Smart and convectional flaps.

Fig. 2. Beam model.

YMidline = k
(−X5 − aX3 + X

)
YUpper = Yu + ku

(−X5 − aX3 + X
)

YLower = YL + kL
(−X5 − aX3 + X

)
a = 1 − B4

B2
(2)

The bending equation can be used for midline. For upper and
lower flap surfaces, the configuration was manipulated by making
minor modifications. The coefficients of Eq. (2) are determined by
an iterative process. Each profile is visualized using FORTRAN, and
the value of the coefficient is either increased or decreased until
the desired profile is obtained. A parametric smart airfoil is de-
signed, and computational fluid dynamics simulation is done over
them.

2.2. Governing equation for fluid

The basic equations, which describe conservation of mass, mo-
mentum and scalar quantities, can be expressed in the following
vector form, which is independent of the used coordinate system.

∂ρ

∂t
+ div(ρ �V) = Sm (3)

∂(ρ �V)

∂t
+ div(ρ �V ⊗ �V − �T) = �Sv (4)

∂(ρφ)

∂t
+ div(ρ �Vφ − �q) = �Sφ (5)

Here ρ , �V and φ are density, velocity vector and scalar quantity
respectively, �T is the stress tensor and �q is the scalar flux vector.
The latter two are usually expressed in terms of basic dependent
variables. The stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid is:

�T = −
(

P + 2

3
μdiv �V

)
�I + 2μ�D (6)

and the Fourier-type law usually gives the scalar flux vector:
Fig. 3. Finite volume and storage arrangement.

�q = Γφ grad Φ (7)

For the purpose of illustration (5) may be expressed in 2D Carte-
sian coordinates as:

transient term︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂(ρφ)

∂t
+

convection term︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂(ρuφ)

∂x
+ ∂(ρvφ)

∂ y

−

diffusion term︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂

∂x

(
Γφ

∂φ

∂x

)
− ∂

∂ y

(
Γφ

∂φ

∂ y

)
=

source︷︸︸︷
Sφ (8)

Turbulence is accounted for by adopting the k–ε turbulence
model. The governing equations for these quantities are

∂

∂t
(ρk) + ∂

∂x j

(
ρu jk − Γk

∂k

∂x j

)

= G − ρε (9)

∂

∂t
(ρε) + ∂

∂x j

(
ρu jε − Γε

∂ε

∂x j

)

= C1
ε

k
G − C2ρ

ε2

k
(10)

The turbulent viscosity and diffusivity coefficients are defined by

μt = Cμρ
k2

ε
(11)

Γ t
φ =

(
μt

σ t
φ

)
(12)

and the generation term G in Eqs. (9) and (10) is defined by

G = μt

[(
∂ui

∂x j
+ ∂u j

∂xi

)
∂ui

∂x j

]
(13)

2.3. Finite-volume discretization

The discretization of the above differential equations is carried
out using a finite-volume approach. First, the solution domain is
divided into a finite number of discrete volumes or cells, where all
variables are stored at their geometric centers (see e.g. Fig. 3). The
equations are then integrated over all the control volumes by us-
ing the Gaussian theorem. The discrete expressions are presented
affected with reference to only one face of the control volume,
namely, e, for the sake of brevity.

For any variable φ (which may also stand for the velocity com-
ponents), the result of the integration yields

δυ [
(ρφ)n+1

p − (ρφ)n
p

] + Ie − I w + In − Is = Sφδυ (14)

δt
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Fig. 4. Dimension of domain.

where I ’s are the combined cell-face convection Ic and diffusion
I D fluxes. The diffusion flux is approximated by central differences
and can be written for cell-face e of the control volume in Fig. 3
as:

I D
e = De(φp − φE) − Sφ

e (15)

where Sφ
e stands for cross derivative arising from mesh nonorthog-

onality. The discretization of the convective flux, however, requires
special attention and is the subject of the various schemes devel-
oped. A representation of the convective flux for cell-face e is:

Ic
e = (ρV A)eφe = Feφe (16)

the value of φe is not known and should be estimated by interpo-
lation, from the values at neighboring grid points. The expression
for the φe is determined by the SBIC scheme [14], that is based
on the NVD technique, used for interpolation from the nodes E , P
and W . The expression can be written as

φe = φW + (φE − φW )φ̃e (17)

the functional relationship used in SBIC scheme for φ̃e is given by:

φ̃e = φ̃P if φ̃C /∈ [0,1] (18)

where

φ̃p = φp − φW

φE − φW
, φ̃e = φe − φW

φE − φW

x̃p = xp − xW

xE − xW
, x̃e = xe − xW

xE − xW
(19)

The limits on the selection of K could be determined in the fol-
lowing way. Obviously, the lower limit is K = 0, which would rep-
resent switching between upwind and central differencing. This is
not favorable because it is essential to avoid the abrupt switching
between the schemes in order to achieve the converged solution.
The value of K should be kept as low as possible in order to
achieve the maximum resolution of the scheme.

The final form of the discretized equation from each approxi-
mation is given as:

A P φP =
∑

m=E,W ,N,S

Amφm + S ′
φ + Sdc (20)

Here A’s are the convection–diffusion coefficients. The term S ′
φ

in Eq. (20) contains quantities arising from nonorthogonality, nu-
merical dissipation terms and external sources, and (ρδυ/δt)φP of
the old time-step/iteration level (for time-dependent equation). For
the momentum equations, it is easy to separate out the pressure-
gradient source from the convected momentum fluxes. Sdc is the
contribution due to the adapted deferred correction procedure.

The results are presented and discussed in the next section.
At the first, grid setup and computational domain have been de-
scribed.
Fig. 5. Grid topology and H grid.

Fig. 6. Effect of grid sizing on pressure distribution on the surface of the airfoil for
AOA = 10◦ and h/c = 0.2.

2.3.1. Grid strategy
The grid structure that used in CFD simulation was created

by a structured mesh employed because of its simplicity and
applicability to the current flow configuration (i.e., with a near-
by ground). Schematic shape of these two-dimensional structured
grids is shown in Fig. 4. According to Fig. 5 the dimension of do-
main has been obtained after doing several various lengths for b,
f , u and independent lengths have been chosen. The grid sizing
was determined after grid independence that was found by doing
several different trials which show for surface pressure coefficient
distribution. For example, the effect of grid size is shown in Fig. 6.
For other cases, the above process is used for grid and domain in-
dependences.

2.3.2. Boundary conditions
Fig. 5 shows the boundary condition. At the inlet, velocity has

been prescribed. At the outlet, the pressure is fixed. Slip boundary
conditions are used on upper walls of the domain. The non-slip
condition is applied at the solid walls for airfoil and ground sur-
face. To account for the steep variations in turbulent boundary
layers near solid walls, wall functions, which define the velocity
profile in the vicinity of no-slip boundaries, are employed.

2.3.3. Results and discussion
The results are presented and discussed in this section. Table 1

shows the setting for numerical simulation. At the first, simulation
of flow around the airfoil NACA0015 has been performed. Then,
numerical investigation of flow around airfoil NACA0009 with flap
in the smart and conventional conditions, the effects of angle of
attack, flap angle and ground clearance have been done.

The simulation is steady and two-dimensional. Pressure coeffi-
cient distribution, lift and drag coefficients of the airfoil have been
analyzed. The Reynolds number for this study is 2.4 × 105. This
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Fig. 7. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the airfoil NACA 0015 for
AOA = 10◦ and h/c = 0.05.

Table 1
Settings for numerical simulation.

Flow Turbulent

Precision 2-D double precision
Scheme Normalize variable diagram
Solver SIMPLE
Turbulent model k–ε

Table 2
Comparison of lift and drag coefficients for airfoil NACA 0015 under different con-
ditions.

(a) Lift coefficient

AOA (deg) 2.5 7.5

h/c = 0.5 Experiment 0.297 0.845
Numeric 0.28 0.726

h/c = 0.8 Experiment 0.261 0.779
Numeric 0.269 0.74

(b) Drag coefficient

h/c = 0.5 Experiment 0.0115 0.0172
Numeric 0.0133 0.0226

h/c = 0.8 Experiment 0.0118 0.0178
Numeric 0.0133 0.0182

number indicates that the airflow has both laminar and turbulent
regions.

The numerical and experimental pressure coefficients distribu-
tion on the surface of the airfoil for angles of attack 10◦ and
ground clearance h/c = 0.05 is compared in Fig. 7. It can be seen
that there is good agreement between present numerical and ex-
perimental data [4]. Table 2a–b also shows lift and drag coefficients
for numerical and experimental data.

In actual problem the ground is moving with respect to WIG
craft but in usual experimental tests, ground is fixed. Figs. 8 and
9 represent the effect of moving and fixed ground. Comparison of
figures shows that the effect of the moving ground in the small
ground clearance (h/c = 0.05) has a little effect on simulation and
in high ground clearance (h/c = 0.8) there is not a difference be-
tween moving and fixed ground. Altogether it is not important
factor in simulation. According to the experiment condition and
above discussions, the ground assumed to be fixed.

The airfoil which was selected to be used in this study is the
NACA0009. Airflow treatment and effect of the flap in the smart
and conventional condition in ground proximity are investigated.

Fig. 10 compares smart and conventional flaps. This figure
shows the surface pressure coefficient distribution of airfoil for an
angle of flap 5◦ and h/c = 0.5. The lift and drag coefficients of this
case also are compared in Table 3. These comparisons show that
Fig. 8. Effect of fixed and moving ground on pressure distribution on the surface of
the airfoil for AOA = 10◦ and h/c = 0.8.

Fig. 9. Effect of fixed and moving ground on the surface of the airfoil for an angle
of attack 10◦ and h/c = 0.05.

Fig. 10. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the airfoil for AOF = 5◦
and h/c = 0.5 and AOA = 2.5◦ .

the pressure coefficient distribution in the smart flap is smoothed.
In the flap region, the difference between upper and lower sur-
face pressure distribution in the smart condition is more than it in
the conventional condition that lead to increase of lift. These phe-
nomena happen because the flap and airfoil in the conventional
condition are separated but in the smart condition are united. In
another words, for the smart condition, airfoil and flap are single
element while for conventional condition, the airfoil and flap are
double element. Comparison of Table 3 data shows that the smart
airfoil has larger lift and smaller drag coefficient. As result, the L/D
ratio increases for the smart condition.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the effect of angle of attack on surface
pressure distribution of airfoil in smart and conventional condi-
tions respectively. An angle of flap 5◦ and h/c = 0.8 are chosen
for this test. These figures show that the difference between upper
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Table 3
Lift (a) and drag (b) coefficients and lift to drag ratio (c) for smart and conventional
airfoils for AOF = 5◦ and h/c = 0.5

(a)

AOA (deg) Smart flap Convectional flap

2.5 0.697 0.648
5 0.896 0.880
7.5 1.040 0.985

(b)

2.5 0.0205 0.0210
5 0.0360 0.0363
7.5 0.0636 0.0681

(c)

2.5 35.6 30.9
5 24.9 24.2
7.5 16.4 14.5

Fig. 11. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the smart airfoil for AOF =
5◦ and h/c = 0.8.

Fig. 12. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the conventional airfoil
for AOF = 5◦ and h/c = 0.8.

and lower surface pressure distribution on the entire surface of the
airfoil is increased for both smart and conventional airfoils due to
increase of angle of attack. These results are confirmed with the
data of Table 3. As results the lift and drag coefficients increase
slightly with angle of attack. Table 3c shows that the maximum
L/D is in angle of flap 2.5◦ because at a higher angle of attack,
drag increases more than lift and this condition leads to lower L/D
ratio. In all of these cases the lift coefficient of the smart airfoil is
higher than and the drag coefficient is lower than conventional
airfoil. As a result, L/D for the smart case is higher than the con-
ventional condition.

Figs. 13 and 14 compare the contours of the pressure coefficient
around conventional airfoils for AOF = 5◦ , h/c = 0.8 and different
Fig. 13. Contours of pressure coefficient around the conventional airfoil for AOF = 5◦ ,
h/c = 0.8 and AOA = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 14. Contours of pressure coefficient around the conventional airfoil for AOF = 5◦ ,
h/c = 0.8 and AOA = 7.5◦ .

Fig. 15. Contours of pressure coefficient around the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ , h/c =
0.8 and AOA = 5◦ .

AOA for the conventional airfoil. It can be seen from pressure con-
tours that the flow separation has been happened at the flap joint
region for the conventional airfoil in all AOA. Comparisons show
that the separation is stronger for lower AOA.

It is considerable that the discussed phenomena have not been
happened in the smart airfoil and this is another advantage of the
smart technology in airfoils (see e.g. Fig. 15).

Figs. 16 and 17 show the effect of angle of flap in smart and
conventional conditions respectively. These figures show the sur-
face pressure coefficient distribution of airfoil. An angle of attack
2.5◦ and h/c = 0.2 are supposed for this case. A considerable re-
sult can be seen in these cases. The figures show that the different
upper and lower surface pressure distribution on the entire surface
of the airfoil increase for both smart and conventional airfoils.
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Fig. 16. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the smart airfoil for AOA =
2.5◦ and h/c = 0.2.

Fig. 17. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the conventional airfoil for
AOA = 2.5◦ and h/c = 0.2.

Table 4
Lift (a) and drag (b) coefficients and lift–drag ratio (c) for smart and conventional
airfoils for AOA = 2.5◦ and h/c = 0.8.

(a)

AOA (deg) Smart flap Convectional flap

2.5 0.483 0.480
5 0.690 0.648
7.5 0.858 0.803

(b)

2.5 0.0163 0.0170
5 0.0205 0.0210
7.5 0.0245 0.0260

(c)

2.5 29.6 28.2
5 33.6 30.9
7.5 35.0 30.9

These results show that as increasing the flap angle, the lift
increases and drag decreases in each case, but the smart case has
more aerodynamic performance than the conventional airfoil. Lift
and drag coefficients and L/D ratio have been shown in Table 4.

Figs. 18 and 19 show the contour of pressure coefficient for
AOA = 2.5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and two smart flap angles 2.5◦ and 7.5◦ re-
spectively. The aerodynamic coefficients for these cases have been
presented in Table 5. Lift and drag coefficients for AOF = 7.5◦
are more than AOF = 2.5◦ . However lift–drag coefficient ratio for
AOF = 2.5◦ is more than AOF = 7.5◦ . When the angle of flap in-
creases the pressure is higher than on the lower surface of airfoil
due to ‘ram pressure’. Indeed when the angle of flap increases, the
passage of flow between airfoil and ground becomes narrow, flow
Fig. 18. Contours of pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the smart
airfoil for AOA = 2.5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and AOF = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 19. Contours of pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the smart
airfoil for AOA = 2.5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and AOF = 7.5◦ .

Table 5
Lift, drag coefficients and lift–drag ratio for smart airfoils for AOA = 2.5◦ and h/c =
0.2.

AOF (deg) CL CD CL/CD

2.5 0.56 0.0103 54.369
7.5 0.932 0.018 51.778

Fig. 20. Pressure coefficient distribution on the surface of the smart airfoil for AOA =
2.5◦ and AOF = 2.5◦ .

is blockaded and so not allowing the flow stream under the wing
to expand. This phenomenon also increases the flow velocity on
the upper surface of the airfoil.

Fig. 20 shows surface pressure coefficient distribution of airfoil
in the smart condition for AOA = 5◦ , angle of it flap 2.5◦ and differ-
ent ground clearance. As can be seen in Table 6 the lift coefficient
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Table 6
Lift (a) and drag (b) coefficients and lift–drag ratio (c) for smart and conventional
airfoils for AOA = 5◦ and AOF = 2.5◦ .

(a)

h/c Smart flap Convectional flap

0.2 0.802 0.801
0.5 0.735 0.728
0.8 0.718 0.707

(b)

0.2 0.0264 0.0284
0.5 0.0279 0.0311
0.8 0.0280 0.0316

(c)

0.2 30.4 28.2
0.5 26.3 23.4
0.8 25.6 22.3

Fig. 21. Pressure coefficient distribution on the ground surface with a smart airfoil
for AOA = 2.5◦ and AOF = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 22. Pressure coefficient distribution on the ground surface with a conventional
airfoil for AOA = 2.5◦ and AOF = 2.5◦ .

of the smart airfoil is larger and drag coefficient is lower than it in
the conventional condition too. As results, the L/D ratio and aero-
dynamic performance of the smart airfoil is better than it in the
conventional airfoil.

This comparison shows that for the smaller ground clearance,
the pressure is higher on the lower surface of airfoil due to ‘ram
pressure’. In Figs. 21 and 22, these phenomena can be seen with
the pressure coefficient distribution on the ground surface. These
distributions show that pressure is increased with reduction of
ground clearances in both smart and conventional airfoils. There-
fore, the lift coefficient increases with reduction of ground clear-
ance. In last two figures, the pressure coefficient distributions show
that maximum pressure is near the leading edge of airfoil (stagna-
tion point) and the pressure coefficient decrease for h/c = 0.5 and
Fig. 23. Variations in CL as a function of h/c for AOF = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 24. Variations in CD as a function of h/c for AOF = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 25. Variations in CL as a function of h/c for AOF = 5◦ .

0.8. But for h/c = 0.2, at first, the pressure coefficient decreases
then increases because of converge–diverge shape of flow passage
between lower surface of airfoil and the ground surface. The dash
lines 2 and 3 show that the flow passage is converged and pres-
sure coefficient decrease for both cases.

Figs. 23, 25 and 27 represent the lift coefficients for the smart
and conventional airfoils for different angles of attack and flaps
at varying ground clearances. The lift force was found to be ap-
proximately higher for the smart airfoil. Also lift is higher in lower
ground clearances for both smart and conventional conditions. For
the angle of attack 2.5◦ and angle of flap 2.5◦ , the variation of lift
at varying ground clearances is in agreement with other results
that discussed in previous part.

The results of drag for different angles of attack and ground
clearances are shown in Figs. 24, 26 and 28 for both smart and
conventional airfoils. It can be seen that the drag coefficient in-
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Fig. 26. Variations in CD as a function of h/c for AOF = 5◦ .

Fig. 27. Variations in CL as a function of h/c for AOF = 7.5◦ .

Fig. 28. Variations in CD as a function of h/c for AOF = 7.5◦ .

creasing slightly with increase ground clearance for angles of at-
tack 2.5 and 5 but different observation was found for angles of
attack 7.5 for all cases. The drag coefficient decreases slightly with
ground clearance.

Several reasons for drag forces can be described. Figs. 29 and
30 describe the details of pressure distributions around the smart
airfoil for an angle of flap 5◦ , angle of attack 2.5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and
0.8 respectively. Also contours of pressure coefficient around the
smart airfoil for an angle of flap 5◦ , angle of attack 7.5◦ , h/c = 0.2
and 0.8 have been shown in Figs. 31 and 32 respectively. Compar-
ison of Figs. 29 and 30 shows that the pressure distribution at the
lower side of airfoil for h/c = 0.2 is higher than h/c = 0.8. Also it
can be seen in Figs. 29, 30, 31 and 32 that the pressure increases
slightly with angle of attack.

For low ground clearance and angle of attack 2.5 and 5, the
pressure distributions under airfoil increase. As a result, the pres-
Fig. 29. Contours of pressure coefficient around the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ , h/c =
0.2 and AOA = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 30. Contours of pressure coefficient around the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ , h/c =
0.8 and AOA = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 31. Contours of pressure coefficient around the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ , h/c =
0.2 and AOA = 7.5◦ .

Fig. 32. Contours of pressure coefficient around the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ , h/c =
0.8 and AOA = 7.5◦ .
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Fig. 33. Shear stress distribution on the surface of the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ and
AOA = 2.5◦ .

Fig. 34. Shear stress distribution on the surface of the smart airfoil for AOF = 5◦ and
AOA = 7.5◦ .

Fig. 35. Variations in L/D as a function of h/c for AOF = 2.5◦ .

sure drag increases. As it can be seen in Fig. 33, the surface shear
stress on the upper surface for all of the ground clearance is al-
most equal but at the lower surface, the shear stress distribution
for h/c = 0.2 is lower than h/c = 0.8. Therefore, the frictional drag
is decreased for lower ground clearance.

At angle of attack 7.5◦ , the results show that the lower sur-
face pressure distribution increases as the airfoil gets closer to the
ground. It can also be seen in Fig. 34 that the shear stress distribu-
tion is decreased as airfoil gets closer to the ground for both upper
and lower surfaces.

Table 7 shows the effect of turbulence models in simulation.
Life and drag coefficients at the angle of attack 7.5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and
angle of flap 5◦ for different turbulence models are calculated. It
can be observed that drag and lift coefficients of the conventional
airfoil are lower than the smart case.

Due to increase lift and decrease drag at low ground clearance,
the lift–drag ratio (L/D) increases. Figs. 35–37 present the varia-
tion in L/D as a function of the ground clearance for both smart
Table 7
Lift (a) and drag (b) coefficients for AOF = 5◦ , h/c = 0.2 and AOA = 7.5◦ .

(a)

Turbulence model Smart airfoil Conventional airfoil

SA 1.087 1.08
k–ε Standard 1.081 1.072
k–ε RNG 1.0767 1.0619
k–ε Realizable 1.121 1.118
k–ω Standard 1.0807 1.0744
k–ω SST 1.122 1.107
RSM 1.125 1.096

(b)

SA 0.0914 0.0896
k–ε Standard 0.0876 0.0843
k–ε RNG 0.0755 0.0734
k–ε Realizable 0.0844 0.0829
k–ω Standard 0.124 0.118
k–ω SST 0.0827 0.0787
RSM 0.115 0.108

Fig. 36. Variations in L/D as a function of h/c for AOF = 5◦ .

Fig. 37. Variations in L/D as a function of h/c for AOF = 7.5◦ .

and conventional airfoils and each angle of flap. It can be seen that
the L/D is higher for the smart airfoil than the conventional case.
The largest lift coefficient is for the smart airfoil at angle of flap
7.5, angle of attack 7.5 and h/c = 0.2. The maximum lift–drag ratio
in present cases is 65 and has been happened for the smart airfoil
at angle of attack 2.5, angle of flap 5 and h/c = 0.2. From these
results, clearly that the effective lift–drag ratio depends on the op-
erating conditions, the angle of attack, angle of flap and the ground
clearance, and kind of flap and airfoil, smart and conventional.

3. Conclusion

The concept of smart wing control imposes strict requirements
for the installed equipment on the wings. Traditional actuators (hy-
draulic, pneumatic and electrical actuators) probably do not meet
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minimum requirements for such concepts. Furthermore, proposed
concepts of aerodynamic control surfaces (distributed along the
wing span) require fast actuation without complex mechanical sys-
tems and large energy to weight ratios. Promising solution for this
purpose is the use of smart material actuator systems.

In this research, the smart flap of airfoil under the ground effect
is carried out by integration of CFD. A parametric bending profile
of a smart flap is designed considering different types of beams.
Cantilever beam with uniformly varying load with roller support
at the free end is considered here. A pressure-based implicit pro-
cedure to solve Navier–Stokes equations on a nonorthogonal mesh
with collocated finite volume formulation is used to simulate. The
algorithm is applied for turbulent aerodynamic flows around air-
foil with smart and conventional flaps for different attack angle,
flap angle and ground clearance. The main findings can be sum-
marized as follows: 1. The agreement between presented predation
and experimental data is considerable. 2. The pressure coefficient
distribution in the smart flap is smoother than the conventional
flap. 3. Lift–drag ratio for the smart flap is higher than the con-
ventional flap. 4. The highest lift–drag ratio is at attack angle 2.5◦ .
5. The highest lift–drag ratio is at flap angle 5◦ . 6. The minimum
ground clearance has the highest lift–drag ratio.
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